Religions use their gods to help us as humanity.
There are a lot of people of recognize a religion to
help and aid them in life.
Religions, in a world there is war, not only for the
amount of money, our riches but also between reigions.
in name of their gods there are people who defend
their point of view while others think war is neccasary
to make others believe their gods are better.
About 2000 years ago in the roman empire there was
a fight between the greek and roman gods.
The greek we only know because of their ruins.
The roman we know as being cruel sometimes.
After the roman empire we see the rise of the christians and their belief in god and christ.
Christ brought us a lot of science and eazy living.
Most scientific inventions have had the help of
christians.

The christians who invaded in america where a
peacefull civilisation was habited who were named
indians. Those indians lived in touch with nature.
They knew which herbs where good against diseases.
They knew gold was not the worth of greatness.
They had a peacefull civilisation, unless their only
mistake. They sacrificed people to the sun.
Something we see as dumb or as a childish understanding.
Sacrifice, we in religions know as giving your life to the
god you belief in. Christians, Hindu’s they know sacrifice to christ or vishnu.
Sacrifices to gods who not exist would not give some
reaction. Sacrifices to gods being cruel, like bad forces known in regular religions are not good either.
The indians knew before the belief was not understood anymore, that sacrificing your life to the sun
gave them the favor of what the sun can do in a life.
The sun as source of light and energy.

The sun who is a radiant entity,
some old religions still belief the sun is a good force.
We don’t see the sun anymore as a higher influence
who can be adressed by prayer.
Prayer to higher forces, usually give some effect in
personal life.
the sun as a peacefull entity granting peace to its devoted people.
The sun as being a support in war or famine.
The sun as helping a life giving a good purpose.
As the light enters your life, it gives energy and
prolongs your life.
the sun who has in its light, consciousness and feeds all
beings on earth with its properties.
The sun giving light and sees everything the light is
falling upon.
The sun with a conscious awareness of all it shines on.

May the sun be believed as a usefull instrument.
To give the children of the sun their goodness and support in life.
To give the children of the sun,
the source of peace,
The source of wellfare.
May the sun be worth a prayer of those who seek
guidance, goodness, effort and a task.
The sun as a object of religion.
It does not mean that damage or doing harm is part of
a life.
It does not mean that everything is allowed.
Normal life, life of humans depends on the country thay
live in. The laws to uphold.
There is no special reason why th law would not be
applicable.

